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An exact solution is considered for a model of a Bose particle system with a distinct in
teraction potential which permits the self-consistent-field approximation to be applied. 
The dependence of the chemical potential on the particle number density is determined 
and the principal thermodynamic functions of the system and the spectrum of elementary 
excitations are calculated. It is shown that the presence of a bound state of a particle 
pair does not affect the results. 

The model of a Bose gas with attraction between the 
particles at large distances has been considered previ
ously by a number of authors.[1-3] In these papers, the 
pair interaction potential was chosen in the form of a 
shortrange "hard" repulsive core and a longrange shal
low potential well. A general property of systems with 
attraction is the presence of a certain critical density 
ncr for which the states with densities n < ncr are un
stable. Systems with weak attraction, Le., those in which 
the pair interaction potential has a shallow well, have 
ncr such that ncra3« 1, where a is the radius of the 
shortrange hard core. In such systems, therefore, the 
gas approximation is applicable relative to the repulsive 
core for small pressures, while ordinary perturbation 
theory is applicable so far as the shallow well is con
cerned. But in a model with a hard repulsive core, it 
has not been possible to consider the case of strong pair 
attraction, Le., cases in which the depth of tlie well can
not be considered to be small. This is because in this 
case ncra3 is of the order of unity. 

In order to consider the case of strong attraction, the 
repulsive core has been assumed to be "soft" in the 
present study, so that it was possible to solve the prob
lem exactly. The repulsive part of the pair interaction 
potential is chosen in the form of a Yukawa potential and 
the attractive part in the form of a potential well, the 
depth of which satisfies the condition UOR2 ~ ti2/m (R is 
the radius of the well, Uo its depth, m the mass of the 
particle). As a result of the fact that the repulsive part 
of the pair interaction potential is a soft core, the sys
tem has a high critical density, relative to both the long
range part of the pair interaction potential and the short
range part. This makes it possible to apply the self
consistent-field approximation, which is expressed in 
the selection of the principal sequence of diagrams, 
which is analogous to the principal sequence of dia
grams for high-density Bose systems with a Coulomb 
pair interaction. [4] The choice of a soft repulsive core 
does not correspond to the real situation. 

However, the exact solution of such a model of a sys
tem of Bose particles is of interest, inasmuch as this 
model leads to a strongly compressed state of the sys
tem and in this sense is a complement to the well
studied system of a weakly non-indeal Bose gas. 

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL AND 
THE RMODYNAMIC PROPE RTI ES 

We chose the model of the pair interaction potential 
in the form 

U(r)=; exp(- ~ )-u.exp[-(~)l 
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where y >0, Uo >0, R >Ro. As will be seen from what 
follows, Gaussian form of the second term is not essen
tial. It can be chosen, for example, in the form of a term 
that is exponentially damped with the distance. The sole 
condition for the second term is a sufficiently smooth 
change with distance, such that its Fourier transform is 
localized in a small region of momentum space p,$ti/R. 
The form of the pair interaction potential is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The condition of strong attraction or the deep-well 
condition means that UoR2~ti/m. For what follows, it is 
convenient to choose the system of units n = 1, m = 1, 
Ro = 1. The Fourier transform of the pair interaction po
tential will have the form 

. v ( (PR) 2) U(p)= __ -tt'I,U.exp - -. - . 
1+p' 2 

The basic condition that is superimposed on the pair 
interaction potential parameters will be smallness of the 
Fourier transform at small momenta, Le., 

U(p)p_.=v-tt",U.R' = ~tt'I'U,R3, 0 < ~ <: 1. 

Therefore the fundamental relation between the parame
ters of the potential takes the form 

v = (1 + ~)tt·I'U.R3. 

Using the condition of strong attraction, we easily find 
that y ~ 1. A graph of the Fourier transform of the po
tential is shown in Fig. 2 (curve a). 

To calculate the chemical potential of the system, we 
pick out the principal sequence of condensate diagrams, 
Le" those diagrams which do not have entering and ex
iting terminals other than the condensate lines. As will 
be shown in what follows, the particle number density of 
the condensate no and the chemical potential of the . 
system /J. satisfy the condition 

(noV) '1, ;)0 f.t ;)0 V ;;" 1. 

We now estimate some very simple diagrams of the 
series of perturbation theory. We shall consider the 

Ulp} 
Ulr} 

f-----'~-~--=-r uef~p;,:[ ~--7--=>==--'----:--. 1/11 f ;c 0 

FIG. I. 

FIG. 1. Pair interaction potential. 
FIG. 2. Fourier transform of pair interaction, a-V(p), b-Vefj{P). 
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diagrams shown in Fig. 3. The quantity corresponding 
to the diagram of Fig. 3a has the form 

U'(q) d'q 
Ii (.2 S-;-~-::-7--:--;-:-~':":":"'----:-:~-~:::-

(w- q'/2 + II + il) (-w - q'/2 +" + ill) (2n)' 

. S lJ'(qj' d'q 
= !no (_ q' + 2,,) (2n)" 

It is easy to establish the fact that the principal contri
bution to this integral is made by momenta q - 1. There
fore the quantity corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 
3a is proportional to 

dqq'y' noy 
n'S -noY-

o (1+q')'(q'-2,,) " .' 

The quantity corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 3b 
can be represented in the form 

'S" U'(q) d'q 
no ({O - q'l2 +" + ill)'(~ 00 - q'l2 +" + ill) (2nr 

S 
U'(q) d'q 

=ino' (-tf+2,,)' (2n)' 

The principal contribution to this integral is made by 
momenta q - 1. Therefore the quantity corresponding to 
the diagram of Fig. 3b is proportional to 

, y'q'dq ( nov ) , 
no i(1+q')'(q'-2,,), -.noY -;- . 

For the diagram of Fig. 3c, we can write 
d'q d'q 

no'S (2n)~ (2n)' U(q!)U(q,)U(q,-q,) 

X\[ ({O'- ~'+ ,,+ill)( -00,- ~' +,,+i6) ( 00,- q;' + ,,+i6) 

( q • )] ~, d'q d'q x, -oo,-~+,,+i6 ""'no'S--' --' 
; 2 (2n)' (2n)' 

X U(q')U(r') U(q, - q,) _ nov noy~ 
'(- q,' +2,,) (- q,' +2,,) "" . 

The principal contribution here is made by momenta 
ql-1, q2-1. 

The expression for the single-loop diagrams, ex
amples of which are shown in Fig. 4a., will have the 
form 

d'q um(q) 

S (2n)' (-q' + 2,,)m-' 
where m is the order of the diagram. In this expression, 
the characteristic momenta are 

q";;1/R, q-1, q-,,"'. 

For momenta q.$ l/R, the quantity U( q) - J3y, where 
J3 «1. The contribution of the momenta q.$ l/R to the 
integral will be of the order 

1 ~mymnom 

R'~. 

The momenta q - 1 give the contribution 

The momenta q - 1J.1/2 made a contribution of order 

As will be seen from what follows, IJ.» 1; therefore the 
principal contribution will be made by momenta q - 1. 

In the expressions for the two-loop diagrams (Fig. 
4b), which contain the same number of condensate lines 

FIG. 3 
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as the single-loop diagrams, there will be the additional 
small factor y / IJ., i.e., the single-loop diagrams con
taining m entering and m exiting condensate lines will 
be of the order nomym / IJ.m- 1, while the two-loop diagrams 
will be of order Iloym+l/lJ.m . Similarly, the three-loop 
diagrams (Fig. 4c) will contain the additional small fac
tor (Y/IJ.)2. 

We now calculate the chemical potential of the system. 
The value of the chemical potential IJ. is calculated as 
the sum of the diagrams shown in Fig. 5a, The quantity 
G1(p) denotes the sum of diagrams of type Fig. 6a, 
G1(p) those of the type of Fig. 6b, and G1(p) those of the 
type of Fig. 6c. The diagrams of Fig. 6a include all di
agrams that do not have a single loop and contain one 
entering and one exiting line. The diagrams of Fig. 6b 
are diagrams that do not have a single loop and contain 
two entering external lines, Figure 6c includes diagrams 
containing two exiting external lines. 

As is known, [5] 

where 

G '( ) = 00 + q'/2 + ~::) (q) - " 
, q th'-e.'(q)+W ' 

G,(q) 
00' - e.'(q)+ i6 ' 

e,(q) =([q'/2 + ~::) (q) - "l' -[~!:) (q) l'l"', 

~::) (q) = ~!:) (q) = noU(q). 

Then the expression for IJ. takes the form 
_ d'q 

" = noU(O)+ is [G,' (q) + G, (q) 1 U (q) (2n) , . 

After integration over the frequency, we get 

.. _,-;,- , 
__ 'L-1-.. -

b 

~:CC[:~I' 

FIG. 4. Table of estimates of certain diagrams. 

.. (noy)~ 
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FIG. 5 FIG. 6 
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2 (0) (0) 

It=noU(O)+S -8.(q)+qI2+~11 -1t-~02 U(q) 
. 28. (q) 

- [{ ( q' ) , ( q' ) } 'I. =noU(O)+ S.T-It +2n,U(q) T-It 
. 0 

+L_It]U(q) [(L-It)"+2n,U(q) (L_I-4)]-V. ~ 
2 2 2 (2n)' 

For the momenta q.$ I/R, the potential U(q) - {3y« 1. 
Consequently, the given region of integration makes a 
contribution that is much smaller than the fundamental 
contribution. Thus one can assume that for the expres
sion under the integral 

Therefore the integral takes the form 

J=S·[-{(L-I-4)'+2n,y q'/2-1-4}'" +1....-It]-y-
"2 1 + q' 2 1 + q' 

[( q')' q'12-I-4]-'I'd'q 
X --It +2ny --

2 0 1 + q' (2n)' . 

We introduce the new variable of integration ~ = q/(IIoy)1/4. 
We then get 

1 ,- 6' 1-4 '. 
J = (2Jt)' (n,y) I.y H -{( T- (n,y)'I, ) 

+2 +----s'12- It/(n,y)"'}'" 6' 1-4 1 
6' + 1/ (noY) 'I. 2 (noY) 'I, 

[( 6' 11)' 6'/2-Il./(n,y)"')-'" 6'd6 x - - -- + 2 -=-,..-..:.,..,.:....:.!.7.-
2 (noy) 'I, 6' + 11 (n,y)'" 6' + (n,y)-'" 

In what follows it will be shown that 

1 It <1 
(noy)'I' < 1" (n,y)'" . 

In the expression for J we neglect these quantities. Then 
the expression for J can be written in the form 

1 S· -(6"/4+ 1)'''+£0'12 
J = (23t)' (n,y) "'y , (6'/4 + i)'/, ds· 

It is evident that the basic contribution to the integral is 
made by ~ - 1. Here it turns out that J - Y(IIoY )114. And 
since ~ - 1 make the principal contribution to the inte
gral, neglect of the terms 1/(noy)1/2 and J.L/(noy)1I2 is 
obviously entirely legitimate. 

Thus we have obtained the result that, although the 
principal contribution to individual diagrams of the se
quence of diagrams is made by integration momenta 
q - 1, the principal contribution to the sum of these di
agrams, i.e., to the expression for the chemical poten
tial, is made by the momenta q - (IIoy)1/4. A similar 
situation arises in systems with Coulomb interaction 
between the Rarticles, as is shown, for example, by 
Brueckner, [4 who studied a Bose gas with Coulomb in
teraction. 

As a result, we obtain an expression for the chemical 
potential as a function of IIo: 

1-4 = n,U(O) - by (n,y)''', 

b=_1_·S (£o'/4+1)"'-s'/2 
(2n)' 0 (6"/4+ 1)'1' ds>O. 

It is evident here that b is a numerical coefficient 
larger than zero and of the order of unity. 

We now calculate the thermodynamic functions of the 
system. For this purpose, we express the chemical po
tential J.L as a function of the total particle number den
sity. Here we need to find the connection between the 
total particle number density n and the condensate par-
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ticle number denSity IIo. It will be shown below that 
n - IIo « IIo; therefore, we can assume that n = IIo in first 
approximation in the expression for J.L. Then the chemi
cal potential as a function of the density takes the form 

It = ~y'; - ~'I"I·n'I •. 

This expression makes it possible to calculate all the 
thermodynamic functions of the system. The ground-state 
energy is 

1 N' 4 NI. 
E, =-~y_--by'I.-

2 V 5 V'I.' 

where N is the total number of particles of the system, 
V the total volume of the system, and n= N/V. The 
pressure is 

{JE, 1 1, , 
p = - __ = - ~yn' - - by I'n I. 

{JV 2 5 . 

The equilibrium density Ueq is determined as the value 
of the total particle number density for P = 0: 

The value of the chemical potential for P = 0 is deter
mined from the expression 

[ 2 )'" (2) '1,,] y'I, 
It (neq ) = - (s- -"5 7-< O. 

The sound velocity c as a function of the denSity has the 
form 

, dlt 
c =n'd;;=n~y-l/"b'l"I'n'I •. 

If the state of the system is stable, then, obviously, 
c2 > O. It is seen from the expression for c2 as a func
tion of the denSity that c2 becomes less than zero for a 
sufficiently small density. This means that there exists 
a critical density ncr, and that states with n < ncr are 
unstable. The value ncr is determined by the expression 
c2(ncr) = O. Then 

The states of the system with densities n such that 

are metastable, since P(n) < 0 for them. The states 
with n >neq are stable. 

CALCULATION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE SELF· 
ENERGY PARTS l;l1(P), l;02(P). AND THE 
GRE EN'S FUNCTION 

We make a selection of diagrams for the self-energy 
parts ~ll(p) and ~02(P). Let the external momentum 
pZ I/R, so that U(p) »U(O). We choose diagrams for 
~ll(p), We consider all possible diagrams for ~ll(P) 
and classify them by the number of lines of interaction 
along which integration is not carried out, i.e., the lines 
of interaction which do not enter into closed loops. They 
fall into three basic groups (Fig. 7). Generally, diagrams 
of another type also enter into ~ll(P). Examples of such 
diagrams are shown in Fig. 7e. But these diagrams con
tain an additional small factor U(O)« 1; therefore they 
make a much smaller contribution than the diagrams in 
Figs. 7a-c. As will be shown in the Appendix, the sum 
of the diagrams of Figs. 7b and c gives a much smaller 
contribution than the sum of the diagrams of Fig. 7a. 
Among the diagrams which do not contain lines of inter
action along which integration is not carried out (except 
the two external lines) the principal sequence is sepa-
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rated in a manner similar to what was done in the selec
tion of condensate diagrams for the calculation of Jl. 
The single-loop diagrams will be the important ones. 

Thus, ~l1(P)=IloUeff(P) is the sum of the diagrams 
represented in Fig. 7a. Similarly, ~o2(P)=I1oUeff(P). In 
what follows, we shall denote Ueff(p) graphically by a 
heavy wavy line. For the determination of Ueff(P), we 
obtain a closed set of equations (Fig. 8). As is shown 
in (5J; G(p)=G(p), and'from the equations of Figs. 8d and 
e we can obtain 

G' (p)= ro + p'J2+ ~tl(p)-!4 
ro' - e'(p)+ til 

G - ~,,(p) . 
(p)--, '( )+'Il ro -e p I 

e(p) =[ (p'/2 + ~tl (p)- It)' 

- {~02(P)}'J"', 

The equation represented in Fig. 8a gives 
U(p) 

Uefr<P) = 1- TI (p) U(p) , 

TI(p)=ISG'(p+q) 

XG'(q)~+iSG(P+q) 
(2n)' . 

- d'q 
XG(q)~, 

In the approximation in which II(p) does not depend on 
the momentum, we obtain ' 

U(p) 
Ueff (p) = 1- TI(O) U(p) 

This approximation will be justified in what follows. 

For p»l/R the potential U(p) =y/(p2 + 1); further
more, as will be shown, II(O)>> 1; therefore, for p» 11R, 

U ()- y 
eff P - p' _ yTI(O) 

We introduce the notation K2 -yII(0). We now estimate 
II(O) : 

d' 
TI(O) = is ([G' (q) l' +[G(q)]'1 (2!)" 

is[G'(q)1,~=_1-S, [-e(q)+q'/2+~tl(q)-ltl'd'q _ 
(2n)' 8n e'(q) 

__ (n,y)';' ; 

[ ( q' ) 2 nov ( q' )] 'I, e(q)= --It +2-- --It ' 
2 q'+x' 2 

It is evident that the principal contribution to the in
tegral is made by the momenta q - K. Similarly, we ob
tain the result that 

aI£Ietc. 

" 9.3L~J_.c 
c $ $ ,w 

d 0 iJ --r-- .£ -3- ..:.0:. 
FIG. 7. Diagrams for l:11(P), d-sum of all diagrams which do not 

contain an interaction line along which integration is not carried out, 
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. - ,d'q (noV)'" 
'S[G(q)] (2n)' ~--x-' 

Therefore, II(0)--(l1oy)1/2IK, which gives the final esti
mate for K, namely K2 - 'Yut /2 , 

It is easy to see that II(O) depends weakly on the ex
ternal momentum p when p« K. This validates the ap
proximation used. The solution for Ueff(P) can be repre
sented in the following form: 

U(p) 1 
Uefr<P)= 1-TI(O)U(p) for P-R' 

y 1 
Ueff (p) = p' + x' for R < P < x, 

y 1 
Ueff(p)= n'-"TIln) for P<R' 

Ueff (p) = U(p) for p» x, 
We have obtained an expression for ~l1(p) and ~02(P) 

for pZ 1/R. For p« 11R, the quantity ~l1(p) is the sum 
of the diagrams of Fig, 9a and ~02(P) is the sum of the 
diagrams of Fig. 9b. From the expressions for ~l1(P) 
and ~02(P), at p« 11R it is seen that 

~tl(O)- ~,,(O)= noU(O) + 21no S[G.'(q)G.' (- q)- G,(q)G,(- q) 1 

d'q d'q . ~ d'q 
X U'(q) (2n)' + IS G.' (q) U(q) (2n)' - IS G, (q) U(q) (2n)" 

It is also easy to see that 

Gt'(q)Gt'(-q)-G,(q)G,(-q)= , :()+ '1'> 
CIl -e, q , 

Therefore, we obtain 
_ d'q 

~1I(O)-~02(O)=noU(O)+1 S[G.'(q)+G,(q)lU(q) (2n)" 

Thus, ~l1(O)-~dO) = Jl, which is the well-known Hugen
holtz Pines relationship. (5J It follows from this relation 
that the spectrum of elementary excitations is a phonon 
spectrum at small momenta (Fig. 10). 

For different ranges of the momentum p, the spectrum 
of the elementary excitations has the form 

e(p) = p('s,,(O) )'" = cp for p < 1 I R, 
e(p) = p(p' I 4 + n,Ueff (p) )'" for p ~ 11 R, 

e(p) = p(noY Ix')," fQr 1 I R < p < x. 

It is not difficult to see that neqY I K2 »c2 . 

We calculate the density of super condensate particles: 
. , d'q 

n=no+,SG (q) (2n)" 

After integration over the frequency, we get 

a f=!+9+¢ 
b EIIIP) =I 
c E02 (pi = =:J~~ 

FIG. 8. Closed set of equations. 
d ........ =--+~+~ 

e -- = -@-+ --4!ll-
, • v -= Clp}i -= C(PI-=crpJ 

a I I :.II.: ~D: :0 
b -,- -r-r- -,-:-r-:o ---J __ -L-L- _W __ 

~= O;rpJi-=--= C,(p) 

FIG. 9. Each solid line inside the loops of diagrams a and b should 
have two arrows. Where arrows are absent, they can be given either direc
tion. 
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iJG'(q)~=J [-e(q)+q'/2+};,,(q)-fl] ....!!'.L. 
(2n)' 2e(q) (2n)' 

The principal contribution to this integral is made by 
q - (noy)1/4 , we therefore get 

iJ G'(q)..!!L=_1~t [-q'(q'/4 + noV) 'I. + q'l2+ noy]dq 
(2n)' (2n)'Jo i (q'/4+noY)'" 

, 1 ~S [(;'12 - (s'/4 + 1) 'I.], d; 
-(nv)/'-
- 0 4n' 0 (;'/4 + 1) 'I, 

where ~=q/(noy)1/4. Thus, 
n - no = (noy)'/·b" 

where b1 - 1. It is seen from this expression that the 
number of supercondensate particles is small: n-no 
«no . 

CONCLUSION 

A general property of Bose systems with attraction 
is instability of the state of the system at densities 
n < ncr. In a system with the pair-interaction potential 
model considered here, 

ncr ~ neq ~ V'I. 1 ~./, ~ 1. 

This means that neq» 1, i.e., there are many particles 
on the repulsive part of the pair interaction potential. 
It is understood that this is far from the real situation, 
being connected with the choice of the relation between 
the parameters of the attractive and repulsive parts of 
the interaction potential. Such a high density for a 
pressure equal to zero is obtained in connection with 
the fact that the repulsive part of the pair interaction 
potential is chosen to be soft. 

It is seen from the expressions for neq that as {3- 0 
the density neq - 00, which means collapse of the system. 

In the described solution, the Gaussian form of the at
tractive part of the interaction potential has not been 
used directly. Use is made only of the fact that the 
Fourier transform of the attractive part of the inter
action potential is different from zero for suffiCiently 
small momenta, which is valid for any sufficiently 
smoothly changing attraction with an effective radius 
greater than Ro. 

The results obtained show that there is no manifesta
tion of a bound state of a pair of particles. This is be
cause a strong self-consistent field exists in the sys
tem; this appear in the large value of the chemical po
tential. The high density of the system leads to a re
normalization of the potential, and the renormalized 
potential no longer leads to the appearance of a bound 
state (Fig. 2b). 

In the coordinate representation, the attractive part 
of the pair interaction potential will have the form 
Uo exp[--(r/R)2] and the attractive part of the renormalized 
potential will be 

x'~' exp [ - ( ~ ) '] = u~fl exp [ _ ( ~ ) '] , 

where Uo is the effective well depth in the pair interac
tion potential, and U~~f is the effective well depth in the 

ElPI 

315 

p 

FIG. 10. Spectrum 
of elementary excitation. 
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renormalized potential. In order to determine whether 
a bound state exists in the renormalized potential, we 
consider the quantity U~olfR2: 

u(o) R'- vR' ~_v_~_1 __ ¢:1 
eff· x'R' x'R (noR') 'I. • 

Thus it is seen that the Born criterion is satisfied for 
the well of the renormalized potential, i.e., the level 
certainly does not exist in them. 

In conclusion, I consider it my duty to thank L. V. 
Keldysh for setting up the problem, discussion of the 
results and valua>le advice. 

APPENDIX 
Let us show that the sum of diagrams of Figs. 7b, c 

is much smaller than the sum of the diagrams of Fig. 
7a. For this purpose, we shall show that diagrams of 
the form of Fig. lIa give a contribution of order /l. With 
the exception of the first, diagrams of the form of Fig. 
9b are principal diagrams of this type. Let us estimate 
their sum. It is not difficult to see that the sum is equal 
to 

S d'q A A A 

in. (2n)' (G,'(q)+G,(q)+4G.'(-q)G,(q)+3[G,(q)]' 

+[G, (-q) ]'}U' (q) + i J G,U(q) - n. S q' dq U'(q) k(~, q) , 
s, (q) 

where w =-€1(q). After several transformations, it is 
easy to show that the estimate of the integral gives a 
sum of diagrams of order 

q" 
k(w,q)=2{T) +2fl'-wq'+!tlfl-2flq'· 

The fundamental contribution to the estimated integral 
is made by the momenta q - (noy )1/4. And, since for 

n.v'(vno) 'I, (yno)'" 1 (yn.)'/' ~ fl. 

it is clear that these diagrams made a contribution that 
is much smaller than that of the diagram of the form of 
Fig. lIb. 

Graphically, the sum of the principal diagrams of 
the form of Fig. 7b will have the form of the diagram 
of Fig. lIc, where the solid lines inside the loop corre
spond to the functions G/, (}1' We shall show that the 
sum of such diagrams makes a contribution much 
smaller than noUeff(P). The estimate of this sum for 
an external momentum p equal to zero is 

11 R ..; p ..; X, noUeff - no'V 1 x' ;» fl, 

The fundamental contribution to the estimated integral 
is made by the momenta q - (noy)1/4. It is understood that 
the integral will depend weakly on the external momen
tum p for p« (noy)1I4. Thus the diagrams considered 
will make a contribution of the order of 

( S d'q A V 
2in,Ueff 0) (2n)' U(q)[G"(q)+G,(q)]>~ noUeff (0) (yno)'" . 

It is evident that the sum of diagrams of the form of Fig. 
7c will also make a contribution that is much less than 
noUeff(P)· 

FIG. II. 
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